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Exit Limerick
Exit Review context
When Static first carried out Exit Review in Liverpool in 2003,
the project was conceived as a rapid and small response to
the difficulties fine art students encounter as they move from
art school to life beyond college. The project selected eight
writers to cover the 84 graduating fine art students from the
three courses in Liverpool (Liverpool John Moores, Hope
University and Wirral Met). Each artist received two reviews so
opinions could be compared. Each reviewer was required to
write approximately 100 words, written swiftly so the emphasis
was on informed opinion rather than perfect prose. There was
a tight deadline as the work had to be published weeks later at
the Exit Review debate before the students disappeared.

Reviewers

EXIT LIMERICK
Exit Limerick 2012 invited critics/
curators/artists to review EVA
International’s 2012 exhibition

FERGUS DALY & KATHERINE WAUGH
Interviews with some of the worlds preeminent contemporary artists and filmmakers
are scattered throughout the venues of

Institute of Technology’s
graduate degree show and a
number of eva’s fringe projects.

Waugh’s “A Laboratory of Perpetual Flux”
offers uncommon insight into the practices
of such icons and idols as Chantal Ackerman,
David Claerbaut, and Stan Douglas, which
is truly exciting. Unfortunately, I found it
rather difficult to detach myself from the
surrounding excitement of the biennial, in
the front stairwell of Limerick City Gallery for
example, to properly dedicate myself to these
documentaries. This is the kind of work I
would like to take home, and watch in my own
time, on my couch.
Aileen Burns

Exit Limerick are holding a
debate on Friday 15 June at 4pm
at LIT, Clare Street. Chaired by
John Byrne (Programme Leader,
Fine Art, Liverpool John Moores
University) Free entry.

Reviewers:
Mary Conlon, Joanne Laws,
Aislinn O’Donnell, Eilish Tuite,
Helen Carey
Pippa Little, Fergal Gaynor, Dobz
O’Brien, Aoife Flynn, Caoimhin
Mac Giolla Leith, Curt Riegelnegg,
Sean O’Sullivan, John Gayer,
Michaële Cutaya, James Merrigan,
Aileen Burns, Johan Lundh and
Georgina Jackson.

Fergus Daly and Katherine Waugh’s
video interviews with a number of artists,
philosophers and writers, A Laboratory of
Perpetual Flux, 2012, were threaded through
a number of the exhibition venues and
displayed on small monitors. Each interview
lasted between 30 and 60 minutes and they
worked best when occupying interstitial
spaces, providing captivating oases of
intimate reflection where the viewer might
linger a while before re-entering the flow of
the exhibition. The interviewees included
Vito Acconci, Sylvère Lotringer, Chantal
Ackermann, David Claerbout and Paul Morley.

Priscila Fernandes: ‘Product of Play’ 2011.“is the girl’s singing of the Queen
of the Night aria related to the fact that the boy is somehow ‘Mozartian’ in
appearance? Is there a counterpoint to Enlightenment ideals suggested
here? Overdetermination needs more shading.” Fergal Gaynor (Art/not art)

ZANNY BEGG & OLIVER RESSLER
The Bull Laid Bear examines the complexity
of the ongoing financial crisis, exposing the
economic myths and flawed governmental
thinking which continue to prioritise global
markets over societal stability. Pivotal
moments in recent Irish history illustrate the
zeitgeist of ‘permanent crisis’ which underpins
EVA’s curatorial theme. Animated black &
white drawings of depraved and condemned
corporate bears in courtrooms, and voiceovers interspersed with American Swing
musical interludes, expand the ‘expository
narration’ of traditional documentary formats,
thus informing audiences who might not
normally engage with such impenetrable
subject matter, producing a complex and
multi-layered critique as an urgent democratic
intervention.
Joanne Laws
In their second collaborative film, Australian
artist Zanny Begg and Austrian Oliver
Ressler take a stab at financial crisis post
2008. The film’s title, The Bull Laid Bear, is
a pun – the film lays bare the bear market
(economic recession) hiding behind the bull
(boom time) – but the work is better than its
name. Through a series of interviews with
economists and activists, set against an
animated backdrop, the film exposes and
pokes fun at the rationale for bailouts and
austerity. Some jokes works better than
others, especially in the context of Limerick,
such as the “Irish Haircut” – beheading.
Johan Lundh
MARCEL BROODTHAERS
Marcel Broodthaers is increasingly
considered to be one of the most prescient
of conceptualism’s pioneers, and placing
his work among a grouping of more
contemporary pieces risks accusations of arthistorical steroid use in an exhibition billed as
a here-and-now affair. Luckily, Broodthaers
work is lively enough (and rife itself with
references to little pictorial histories in Images
d’Epinal) to seem outside-of-time, and to
evidence the point forwarded by some critics
that contemporary art has at least become
invitingly pluralistic and non-linear. Like any
good humorist, Broodthaers doesn’t need
to dwell in historical context, and like any
good saint, he remains indifferent to his own
canonization.
Curt Riegelnegg
Actions become recognised through
repetition. In this series of the slide installation
works from the early seventies there is a
playfulness of expectation and imagination.
While SEX-FILM (1971-2) juxtaposes notated
“fig.1” and “fig.2” with the words “sex” and
“film” yet there is a certain absence of flesh.
Or does the real action take place within the
shadows of OMBRES CHINOSIES (19734)? While IMAGES D’EPINAL (1974) inserts
lithographs popularized in the late nineteenth
century into the present, calling attention to
the mechanisms of circulation. Broodthaers
highlights the signifier and the signified all
the while reminding us of the role of our own
expectations, imaginings and longings.
Georgina Jackson
ANIBAL CATALAN
There is a pointed and alluring cheapness
in the materials used by Anibal Catalané in
Morphological Zone- coroplast laid plane
against plane using aluminium poles,
aluminium joining, and awl thread cut with
a hacksaw. Set in a trafficked region of the
City Gallery, it also incorporates one of the
most tastefully integrated uses of neon in my
memory. The deceptively precise sculptural
succinctness is undermined slightly by the
repetition of those same jagged geometries
in paint on the surrounding walls, and by an
indelicate and jargonized interplay between
the “tri-dimensional” and “bi-dimensional”
distractingly announced on the wall text.
Curt Riegelnegg
In the T-shaped room that ordinarily houses
Limerick City Gallery’s permanent collection,
Anibal Catalan suspended three nests, and
painted the walls in deep blocks of grey and
yellow. Each hanging assembly looked like a
compacted and frozen explosion – a volatile
nucleus courtesy of IKEA. I haphazardly
discovered one perspective that aligned its
shape perfectly with the painted wall; the
prong of a thin yellow pentagon arced against
a dim wall-bound polygon. Catalan’s mid-air
architectural interventions were run through
with fluorescent lights and long chromatic
rods. They offered an indefinite investigation,
and the serendipity of making one’s own
architectural associations.
Sean O’Sullivan

In keeping with EVA’s general thematic, the
interviews, though fascinatingly various, were
all keyed to the theme of imminent crisis or
current transformation.
Caoimhin Mac Giolla Leith
KATE DAVIS
The Rokeby Venus by Velaquez is a unique
painting in that it is one of the few nudes
painted by a Spanish artist at a time when it
was extremely discouraged by the Spanish
Inquisition. Adding to its infamy is the attack
on the painting by a suffragette in 1914,
which Davis here has recreated in seven
by the meat cleaver, the damage overlayed
in black and white. Underneath the artist
has superimposed the words ‘The most
beautiful woman in mythological history’ over
the original subtitle ‘The National Gallery,
London.’ The tension between the treatment
of Venus and the suffragettes resonates
with Sanja Ivekovi_’s work strewn on the
floor containing excerpts from a UN report
on torture and otherwise cruel treatment of
women.
Aoife Flynn
The maroon painted backdrop to Davis’ series
of almost identical framed posters of Diego
Velasquez’s Rokeby Venus (1660) from The
National Gallery London read initially as a
critique of the museum or history of art: both
is true. In ‘pentimento’ fashion (discovered
alterations in a painting by the artist) Davis
inscribes an alternative history with subtle
overlays of text and imagery. Under the
photo of Velasquez’s Venus the caption THE
NATIONAL GALLERY LONDON competes
with THE MOST BEAUTIFUL WOMEN IN
MYTHOLOGICAL HISTORY – whilst a black
and white overlay from arse to shoulders
reveals what could be rents in the canvas or
cuts in the skin of the reclining nude. This
specific work by Davis does exactly what it
says on the tin, and nothing more.
James Merrigan
LUC DELEU
1994, the year Luc Deleu’s container’s cross
was first assembled in Limerick, marked a
turn in Ireland’s fortunes, its return 18 years
later may yet mark another. The cross marking
and redirecting the course of time just like the
incessant flux of these carriers of our everyday
goods moving unseen around the world
comes to a halt in Deleu’s constructions. Their
rusty battered bulks precariously erected yet
perfectly balanced, brightly-bolted together
in a towering X. The colour may now be green,
the buildings and the trees around it may
have grown higher muffling its visibility but its
arresting monumentality still strikes.
Michaële Cutaya
Leading up to the 2012 Eva Biennial, Annie
Fletcher came to CCA Derry~Londonderry,
where I am Co-Director, to speak about
about the not-quite-new, the slightly out
of date. During the art market boom of the
early 2000s there were an unprecedented
number of opportunities to commission new
works, and to get the youngest, freshest
artists their start. Times have changed, and
though the art market continues to set record
auctioning prices, the economic crises and
the affects of nationalisms and austerity
have dried up many go-to sources of funding
for new projects (just look at the UK or the
Netherlands and you will see what I mean).
While this is really bad news for artists and
curators emerging into today’s climate and
trying to make a mark, it does give us reason
to give pause, and consider some not-yet
historical but certainly not new work. Luc
Deleu’s Construction X, a giant cross-shaped
stack of shipping containers cannot be
missed in Arthur’s Quay Park. The piece was
originally made for the 1994 ev+a biennial
and is now being given a second life, 18 years
on. It is an iconic work that I am told has lived
in the memories of locals all these years and
yet to me, seeing it for the first time in 2012,
it reads as a monument to the collapsed
industrial economies of Western Europe. It
sits overlooking a river where few ships pass.
Aileen Burns
PRISCILA FERNANDES
HD looks different – in a weird way it recalls
aspects of VHS, being somehow sharper and
more brittle than digital video, to my eye at
least. Fernandes brings out all the capacity
for bright, clear figuration from the medium
by placing her human gesturings against
flat white or black backgrounds. A dancer
bobs about a screen as the red spot she
holds is kept dead centre by the movements
of the lens. A boy and older girl appear to
perform a behavioural exercise. But the
sharp simplicity promised is complicated by
detail: is the girl’s singing of the Queen of
the Night aria related to the fact that the boy

is somehow ‘Mozartian’ in appearance? Is
there a counterpoint to Enlightenment ideals
suggested here? Overdetermination needs
more shading.
Fergal Gaynor (Art/not art)
Priscila Fernandes’s four-minute HD video
projection ‘PRODUCT OF PLAY’, 2011,
divides its attention between the activities of
an engrossed young boy trying to impose a
satisfactory order on a jumble of differently
coloured building blocks and those of an
older girl nervously waiting to perform for
the camera. This work was accompanied
by a longer video, CALIBRATION CIRCLE,
also 2011, in which a white-dressed ballerina
performs a dance while holding a bright
red circle, which the camera contrives to
keep constantly in centre-frame despite her
various movements. The juxtaposition of the
two works suggested a dynamic interaction
between an urge to order and a desire for
performative release.
Caoimhin Mac Giolla Leith
SOREN THILO FUNDER
Viewing Soren Thilo Funder’s Disastrous
Dialogue in the context of the 103/4 O Connell
Street building was de-stabilising – it was
with steadiness that the Artist reduced the
impending disaster to banality with a script
and introduced the effects of catastrophe
on an epic scale, finally with choreographed
screams. Placing of the work at the back
of the NAMA building eva International
occupies, this viewer felt the world could have
changed on emerging into daylight, without
much notice. I would like to have experienced
the work without subtitles. It was beautifully
composed and laced through with the epic
disaster movie effectively.
Helen Carey
Sören Thilo Funder’s ten-minute video,
Disaster Dialogue, 2011, appropriates
dialogue from three notable Hollywood
catastrophe movies, all of which were
directed by Roland Emmerich, translated
into Arabic and redistributed among eight
Egyptian actors. Shot in a succession of
shabby interiors on the eve of the Egyptian
Revolution, and interspersed with degraded
CGI sequences from the movies in question,
the comically stilted or deadpan delivery
of overwrought movie dialogue suggests
the fundamental inadequacy of language
in dealing with cataclysmic events, while
simultaneously highlighting the mechanisms
that ensure that some speech acts are
successful in their own terms while others are
not, some voices are heard while others go
unheeded.
Caoimhin Mac Giolla Leith
AOIBHEANN GREENAN
A coil of seaweed curls down from the ceiling
in one corner, plastic rocks with fake plants
are scattered on the floor and a broken
ski machine complete with a shamanic
skull headed ski-pole are just some of the
objects that cluster in one room of Greenan’s
installation. The adjoining room houses an
enormous glittered flowering plant growing
from the ceiling, lit by laser light. A trampoline
is provided, perhaps to entice the viewer to
take a closer, if not more dangerous look. The
work speaks of the exotic and the ‘other’ and
is both magical and menacing.
Aoife Flynn
Gallery-ready ruminations on the
inescapability of capitalism have as of
late become likewise inescapable, so to
see an artist tilt the critique in a genuinely
interesting way is a welcome relief. Neither
do Aoibheann Greenan’s wry indictments of
the worldly tourist’s complicity in consumerdriven ruination spare the satisfaction of a
well-made artwork. A few are complete with
painstakingly hand-drawn trash posters
referencing blaxploitation- the “Jamaican
Aroma” of Karma Coma- and trippy fantasy
photo-effects- Iron Lion Zion. Moreover, the
feeling of really enjoying the works doubles
over that slippery question of collusion by
consumption that visual art, while in a unique
position to address it, manages so rarely.
Curt Riegelnegg
EMMA HOULIHAN
Pitched as a Nama-related art project, Arch
is quite literally the ‘post-bubble rubble’, with
its structural components cast in cement
and debris from a demolished Leitrim house.
As a monument to the chimera of property
wealth which bankrupted the country, Arch
suitably consolidates EVA’s curatorial inquiry
by providing a vantage point from which to
‘the future’ implausible. The inclusion of the
original advertisement alongside the piece
(rather than the generic wall-text) would have
attested to the work having been activated
in the public realm, producing a level of
interaction beyond gallery and art object.
Joanne Laws
It’s only when I see the concrete rubble
resting on the pallet on the floor of the City
Gallery that I realize I had seen Houlihan
talk about this work whilst in the middle of
a residency in Leitrim Sculpture Centre.
Each piece of ‘Arch’ has been made by
painstakingly grinding down rubble found on
ghost estates around Leitrim, the county with
the biggest percentage of such estates in
Ireland. This powder was then reformed into
blocks that form an archway. These fragments
of our past follies seem to await construction
in the gallery space, perhaps providing a
gateway into a brighter future.
Aoife Flynn
GREG HOWIE
The charming invigilator thought the material
was perspex, but it was glass, bowed
under extreme tension from two, ratchettightened straps. As the accompanying text
directed, the material did seem somehow
transformed, though it was hard to forget
the usual connotations, and not feel anxious
that a horrific accident was about to occur –
doubtless also part of the effect. The bowing
neatly allowed the piece to stand – ‘putting it
on display’ – the whole work was satisfyingly
economical. So – quietly violent, a far cry from
a classic Minimalist piece, though occupying
much the same territory.
Fergal Gaynor (Art/not art)
This work “(“ was comprised of a sheet of
Perspex sitting in the space, with security
belts tied tightly around it. From the moment
you saw it, it breathed tension, and seem to
require close looking, and appreciation of
the physics involved. It also required time,
to compound the realisation that viewer was
holding their breath, along with the un-sprung
tension. I felt it would have benefitted from
being placed in a more pristine space, as
seeing the incision of the Perspex sheet into
the space was inhibited by the rawness of the
space, with its un-plastered walls.
Helen Carey
SANJA IVEKOVIĆ
This is one of my favourite works in this
edition of Eva. Serbian Sanja Ivekovi_ is a
remarkable artist – a feminist and activist,
pioneering video and performance –
outstanding in the Nova Umjetni_ka Praksa
generation. Littered through many exhibition
spaces, resembling blood-covered tissues,
I don’t know how many visitors picked up
and un-crinkled the papers that comprise
this piece. If they did, they would have been
faced with a summary of shadow report by

UN’s convention against torture and other
cruel, inhumane or degrading treatment
against women in Ireland. It is, unfortunately,
depressing reading, but we shouldn’t be
tempted to throw the flyer back on the floor.
Johan Lundh
The proliferation of red throughout EVA was
both conceptual and visual. Sanja Ivekovi_’s
Shadow Report (2012) permeated multiple
spaces operating as a red thread from
unoccupied commercial developments to
the public museum. Countless sheets of
red paper upon closer reading disclosed a
report for the UN on the torture, inhuman or
degrading treatment or punishment of women
in Ireland provided by the National Womens’
Council of Ireland. Part of an ongoing series
since 1998 this work asserts the violence
of accounted acts while counteracting the
filed away or even crumbled up in a corner,
reminding us of our complicity in both
violence and injustice.
Georgina Jackson
SAM KEOGH
When I occasionally do studio visit at art
schools, I feel increasingly old and out of
touch. The last few years, these studios have
made out of salvaged materials and painted
in bright colours, aiming at generating ‘aura’
rather than communicating thoughts. I initially
got the same feeling looking at London-based
Sam Keogh’s Monument for Subjects to
Come. Keogh’s practice seems to stem from
a consideration of the materiality of everyday
things, which he alters just enough to make
them appear strange, even fascinating. I have
to admit that his sculpture transforms the
setting it’s in, and maybe that’s all that the
work really needs to do.
Johan Lundh
Sam Keogh’s Monument for Subjects to
Come takes the form of a large celestial or
subterranean rock substance decked on a
rough palanquin as some votive offering:
jotted around the room are smaller offerings.
High-colour oozes from what are profanely
artificial materials, considering the objects’
suggestion of a sacrosanct hidden ‘message’,
from expanding foam to glitter and sponge.
This is the second outing of this work by
Keogh that I have experienced: its original site
was at the Kerlin Gallery Dublin in 2011 which
was a smoother architectural contrast to the
roughness of the monument’s materiality.
On a positive note the conceptually slippery
monument submits to Annie Fletcher’s
curatorial premise by evading the limiting
chronological measurements of past, present
and future.
James Merrigan
BARBARA KNEZEVIC
Until now I’ve avoided writing about
Knezevic’s work. On previous encounters,
the minimalist work, laden with a multitude of
cognitively cumbersome meanings - human
relationships, materiality, artistic agency,
suspension of knowledge, perception,
emotion, production, and the nature of
ambivalent. On this occasion, I tentatively
engaged with Contingency Structure (2012),
finding something tangible in the stretched
canvas, which resonated with painting and a
broader art historical canon. But perhaps it
was the work’s interaction with the crumpled
red pages of Sanja Ivekovi_’s Shadow Report
(1998), scattered on the floor below, that
enticed me most.
Joanne Laws
Knezevic’s work in eva is characteristic
of her emphasis on formalised ingenuity,
collaborating with the effects of weight and
gravity and the idiosyncrasies of her materials.
Contingency Structure is next in a body of
work that fuses DIY small-scale structural
engineering with kind of new manifestation of
material minimalism. A grommeted square
of canvas stretched between wall-hooks
and a pair of cinder blocks, its economy of
production belies an understated reference
to decidedly (macro)economic questions
and the primitivist’s discipline toward what
Knezevic terms the “challenge of survival”.
The relevance resonates without overbearing
commentary, and without disrupting the
simple visual appeal.
Curt Riegelnegg
KWIEKULIK
KwieKulik’s entrancing Activities with
Dobromierz (1972-4) slips between the
iconography of the epic and playful,
sometimes absurd, domesticity. The
development of their infant son over a
period of two years is intertwined with the
installation of everyday objects, drawings and
actions to create a series of colour-saturated
photographs which play out in triptych and
singular formation. Modernism with an infant
twist or a take on the very concept of legacy,
whether political, artistic or familial? The
limitations between the everyday and the
aesthetic are undermined in a work which
strikes a resonance both in the present and
for the future.
Georgina Jackson
ACTIVITIES WITH DROBOMIERZ, 1972-4,
was a three-screen presentation of recently
digitized images from the early 1970s by
the collaborative couple KwieKulik. Like
other practitioners of the Eastern European
avant-garde of that time, KwieKulik’s blend of
ostensibly opposing modes and sensibilities,
such as the surreal and the documentary,
derives from the ambition to wrest some
political agency - however necessarily oblique
or curtailed, given the prevailing structures
of repression - from the everyday realities of
domestic and social life. The couple’s infant
of absurd tableaux, emblematic of the
irrepressibility of the creative imagination.
Caoimhin Mac Giolla Leith
HYEWON KWON
A looped film plays the same 40 seconds of
archival footage while a subtitled voiceover in
deaths, of municipal workers in a boarding
house in the city of Seoul. The descriptions
span the four decades of its existence until
its closure in 1991, and vary from depressing
accounts of conditions in the boarding
house, to murders, accidents, and, bizarrely,
a melancholy explanation of its closure.
The use of the archive is a telling criticism
of the plight of these very poor people in
that their histories can only be told through
administrative documents.
Aoife Flynn
Heywan Kwon uses archival footage and
voiceover narration to tell the story of the
Dongdaemun Workers Boarding House in
conditions, unsanitary meals, and lack of
safety controls contributed to gruesome
deaths of inhabitants of the boarding house.
The video enticed me with its direct address
triumph, as the building was finally evacuated
and closed in 1976. Wanting to learn more
about how this story played out in a larger
history of workers rights and community
housing I Googled the term “Dongdaemun
Workers Boarding House” but all I could
find were a plethora of listing for hotels with
Dongdaemun in their names.
Aileen Burns

JOSÉ CARLOS MARTINAT
I was told that the pristine white of
“Vandalized Monuments: Power Abstraction
skyline, was quite striking when it was opened
to the public. Then the graffiti, which ranged
from glibly revolutionary to supremely selfinterested, sprang up, and the urban proxy
became something else entirely. Vandalized
Monuments is an exercise in giving a
work up to the public, and so eludes more
conservative sorts of judgement. The fact
that it ends up looking more like a scrawledon child’s dinner placemat than an Occupystyle swelling of radical sentiment might be a
fine outcome, though not exactly evidence of
a sincerely engaged audience.
Curt Riegelnegg
businessmen at the impressive Riverpoint
venue, the much promoted José Carlos
Martinat’s Vandalised Monuments: Power
Abstraction 4 triggered annoyance. What
was first installed as a white monolith
comprised of solid model replicas of a dozen
iconic buildings in Ireland – from The Four
Courts to the social welfare office on Cecil
Street – is now, and will be for the duration
of eva International, a platform for so-called
democracy to be performed: granted by
the artist’s invitation to the public to spray
their message on the sculpture with on-site
aerosol spray cans. French philosopher
Jacques Rancière once said that “Democracy
is excess,” and that it doesn’t mean
satisfaction in social and economic status,
or other aspects following that position,
but demanding and continuously asking
for more. In this sense Martinat’s sculpture
successfully portrays the failure of democracy
and the revolutionary voice, especially when
the contemporary mind has nothing more
enlightening to say than “you missed a spot”.
James Merrigan
GAVIN MURPHY
‘Something New Under The Sun’ alternates
between long zoomed out shots of clear
skies, architecture and unpeopled scenes
and short, intimate close-ups of a girl, inside
what appears to an office building, more
specifically a library or archive. A voiceover
narrates the imagery with a mix of narratives,
stories, histories, facts and explanations. The
contrasting interior and exterior shots seem
to focus on the confinement of the girl in this
space as she looks longingly out through the
windows. Murphy’s work is an amalgamation
of many interests, art, history, theory and
cinema and makes for a fascinating, if
perplexing, film.
Aoife Flynn
It’s a nice form, this filmic essay, with its
capacity to overlap durational images,
suggested narratives, monologue and
philosophical text, without subjugating any
of the layers to any of the others. The subject
was (again) Modernism, that clean, eternal
ideal now consigned to history, though still
very much a part of our environment, and
never far from the taste of many contemporary
artists. Ireland appears to be a good place to
assess the flotsam and jetsam of 20th century
cultural aspirations, an underused cove from
which the wreckage and detritus can be
picked and examined at leisure.
Fergal Gaynor (Art/not art)
AILBHE NÍ BHRIAIN
The constructedness of the digital image
is taken for granted. CGI means that we’re
highly unlikely to think of a contemporary
the real world on a mirroring and recording
surface. But the one-to-one relation to a
‘world’ remains intact, it’s just that now the
real worlds too are constructed. Avatar is
exemplary in this regard, playing out a clash

ruins wholly dispensable and sickly. Their
apparent insubstantial nature placed in a half
light contributed to slightly queasy feeling of
looking at these works, that brought to mind
the unrefined sugar of pick’n’mix sweets.
They worked well with the building on O
Connell Street.
Helen Carey
ADRIAN O’CONNELL
Sited within Limerick City Gallery of Art, itself
a former Carnegie Library, this film installation
depicts the repeated collective action of
throwing volumes of books from a series of
levels in an undisclosed building. While the
repeated action of throwing books becomes
almost hypnotic the relevance of this action
leaves much to be desired. Although this work
asserts the present or future obsolescence
of the printed word in the information age,
it resonates further with violent acts of
cultural obliteration, recalling the burning of
books, the closure of public libraries, or the
increasing privatization of knowledge.
Georgina Jackson
A scene of revolution? A comment on antiintellectual sentiments? A mass recycling
exercise? Adrian O’Connell’s two video works
Library and Library #2 depict an excited
crowd in a library throwing vast numbers
of books from the shelves down a familiar
central atrium while shouting the titles.
While new technologies like mobile phones,
smartphones, iPads and Kindles enable and
encourage us to use language in new ways,
they may also be leading us down a path
which renders paper books, and the libraries
that house them, obsolete. I am an avid reader
and research forms a part of my daily work
so in many ways the digitization of all written
material could make life simpler, and yet I find
the scenes presented in O’Connell’s work akin
to sacrilege.
Aileen Burns
SARA O’GORMAN
I’m not sure whether it was galleryappropriate, when viewing Sara O’Gorman’s
dual slide projection Skyline Motel, Virginia,
1968, 2011, to put a hand in front of either
projector in order to view the images alone,
but I recommend it. Like a pair of oldfashioned 3D glasses, the difference in the
hues constitutes in the artist’s finished piece
a wobbly kind of completion, unstuck in
time. While the stillness of the overlay is what
provides it with its eerie mnemonic valence
(hence the reference to Tartovsky), the rigidity
of placement of décor in the motel doesn’t
really strike home until you see either frame
alone.
Curt Riegelnegg
In a small quiet room in Limerick City
Gallery Skyline Motel, Virginia, 1968 creates
a contemplative setting with a nostalgic
overtone. This double slide projection by
Belfast-based artist Sara O’Gorman layers
two found photographs of motel rooms
that meet my fantasies of travelling through
America in a Cadillac in the 1960s or 70s.
You can almost smell the heavy cigarette
smoke in the air. The stillness of the work,
though deeply rooted in a visible past, does
evoke reflection on presentness or beingpresent if not on the present moment itself.
Perhaps one day I’ll look back on Limerick’s
George Boutique Hotel with the kind of
yearning evoked by O’Gorman’s warm-hued
composition.
Aileen Burns
MARK O’KELLY
eva is not known for its focus on painting
the Future is no exception. In
an exhibition filled with video work, Mark
O’Kelly’s installation of paintings and objects
stands out. A closer inspection reveals the
paintings’ reliance on photography and the
dot-matrix process used to create them

in the imagery as O’Kelly says our society is immersed in passive
consumerism.” Aoife Flynn
between two world-constructions: the clunky
cyberneticism of the post-Aliens military
against the slicker, more up-to-date world
of genetic enhancement and virtual sensing,
packaged as alien environmentalism and neohippiness. Intact except, perhaps, with Ailbhe
Ní Bhriain - these slow-moving images are
genuinely unreal, though weirdly coherent and
constructed out of recognisable materials.
Like de Chiricos for the 21st century.
Fergal Gaynor (Art/not art)
Ailbhe Ní Bhriain’s four-screen video
installation GREAT GOOD PLACES, I-IV,
2011, deployed a number of rudimentary
collage techniques to generate a succession
of hybrid and hallucinatory spaces in which
time and space alike were subjected to
various subtle distortions. Distinctions
between inside and outside, movement and
stasis, the world of nature and the domain of
artifice, were gently collapsed, rendering any
attempt on the viewer’s part to inhabit these
surreal, stage-like tableaux with sufficient
confidence to conjure a coherent narrative
the point.
Caoimhin Mac Giolla Leith
DOIREANN NÍ GHRIOGHAIR
As a sculptural installation, Ruins invokes
candid modern-day reflection on ancient
Greece, situated in a moment between
historical grandeur and contemporary
insolvency. Staged on a wasteland, stacks
of plaster shapes in lurid colours form
precariously, alluding to instability in the
immediate terrain. Ritualistic undertones
echo the unfolding ‘sacrifice’ of Greece – a
central power in the founding of modern
democratic western culture - to the economic
Gods of the European Union. Also on the
periphery of ‘fortress Europe’, Ireland is an
appropriate site to construct a monument to
faltering democracy, in the knowledge that
empires come and go...
Joanne Laws
These marshmallow works were beautifully
placed within this raw and gritty building,
drawing the viewer into their meaning, Almost
repulsed at the beginning by their colour
and texture, the Artist evoked the ruins of
Ancient Greece but in the pastel colours of
current fashion trends, seemed to make the

resemble images brought through digital
Photoshop processes. Images crowd the
wall as though unfolding a story but like
internet images pinned to a board on Pintrest,
there is no narrative, associations are made
through proximity. The viewer is immersed
in the imagery as O’Kelly says our society is
immersed in passive consumerism.
Aoife Flynn
The inclusion of a Broodthaers slideprojected piece, a mysterious taxonomy
called Images d’Epinal, in the City Gallery
set a tone for much of what I saw at eva: the
cryptic, the rebus-like, the semiotic side of
post-conceptualism was much in evidence.
Which might be more a matter of currents
in Irish art since the late-nineties than of the
curator’s predilections. The same currents
follow Broodthaers by harking back to earlier
cultural eras, though where the Belgian
scratched at old colonial itches, it is historical
modernities that interest artists like O’Kelly.
The images here, drawn from photography
and emptied by a post-painterly practice,
sketched out a map of an American-led postwar with the sparest devices.
Fergal Gaynor (Art/not art)
NIAMH O’MALLEY
In Model, O’Malley leaves behind her
inclusion of painted surface and opts for a
straightforward projection of a nude male
model before a scenic window. The second
element, an upright planar construction of
transparent and translucent surfaces, looms
grumpily nearby. In the heavily darkened
space, the components of the piece neglect
to communicate, though approaching the
projection through partial obscurity does
momentary activate the sculpture as a sort
of standing palimpsest. The other points
to reveal the film’s cinematic staging or the
model’s quivering hand, arouse a curiosity
that is dulled somewhat by their isolation.
Curt Riegelnegg
SARAH PIERCE
For almost a decade the Dublin-based
artist Sarah Pierce has used the term The
Metropolitan Complex to describe her
practice, or project, as she refers to it herself.
In Eva, we’re faced with hand-painted posters
on brown construction paper, featuring
sentences like “It’s palpable in the aim” or “It’s
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Exit Review 2003 was also developed as a response to a perceived crisis in the
then British art school education system, namely the inadequacy of conventional
studio models of teaching which left students unprepared for contemporary practice.
It also focused on the problems of the degree show format in that not all students'
work was appropriate for a mini-gallery set-up and that those students who did work
off-site or in a relational context usually suffered in marking.
Exit Review was designed in part to provide visibility to early career artists. It
was also by definition a work of institutional critique. Furthermore, it was a work that
challenged the power relationships in the then rigid hierarchies of Liverpool’s cultural
catenaccio. By asking a series of Liverpool’s leading gallery and biennial directors
and curators to write for Exit Review under a contract of £10 per review, Static had
become the freelance employer rather than the employed. It’s worth noting that many
reviewers offered to waive their fees due to the ‘worthiness’ of the project. Offers that
were rejected.
Static on one level were interested in writers that we felt were shackled by their
respective institutions, and on another level we were interested in the senior positions
held by some of the writers as much as their ability to write. We were also interested in
the tension that could be set up between the artist and the critic through the conduit
of the artwork. The perception then, and to a large extent now, is that Exit Review
provides some kind of ‘valid service’, and many of the writers who agree to become
Exit Reviewers are aware of the power relationship between the reviewer and the
reviewed, in particular as it is a project that normally offers critique to graduating
students. However, the perceived power relationship can all too obviously implode
when a reviewer stands in front of the work and struggles to say anything in the
knowledge that there is a very narrow word count and tight deadline looming. This
transitory moment of truth becomes a long-standing and indelible reference on the
writers' abilities when the print machines start to roll a short number of days later.
The construction of the project is therefore deliberately set up to investigate a
series of relationships between the main protagonists who will come into a form of
contact through the actual review, but also through the Exit Review debate where the
reviewer and the reviewed are invited to participate in a discussion about the project.
The choreography and architecture of the debate are also key to this element of the
project in that the debate takes place immediately after the reviews are either posted
on the wall of the debate space, or the corridor outside the space, or as an insert
in the local newspaper that is distributed prior to the debate (but very often already
purchased).
The debate element is therefore the most highly-charged period of the overall Exit
Review construction, as reviewed artists take stock after reading their reviews and
come face to face with the reviewers in the architecture of the forum.

Exit Limerick Review Special
Supplement in The Limerick Leader
June 14, 2012
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The forum is not the only architectural typology or reference in the project, as Exit
Review is also an investigation into the threshold between public and private space, a
recurring motif in Static’s projects. On one level there are the more obvious thresholds
between artist and reviewer and the critically reflective threshold that occurs between
the two separate reviews given to each artist. However, the threshold or point of
interest between public and private space in Exit Review is the fact that for 50 weeks
of the year the art school is a private space, yet for two weeks of the year it is a public
space as it opens up for the degree show.

Giambattista Nolli
The Nolli Plan of Rome 1748
www.deconcrete.org

Exit Review
Publication, Static, 2003
ISBN 0-9546498-0-X

This public/private slippage allowed Static to use Giambattista Nolli’s 1748 figure
ground plan of Rome as an urban and social cartographic reference point to speculate
on a modern day public moment, namely the public art show. The Nolli Plan is widely
regarded as the first figure ground plan that sets out to articulate the difference
between public and private space by showing the inside of all public, religious, civic,
and academic spaces in white, just as with the urban streets, courtyards, piazzas
and parks. All private buildings are shown in black. The Nolli plan of course is a
utopian illusion. The idea that social and physical barriers suddenly evaporate in white
parchment is akin to saying that the public today can enter so-called public buildings
without an a priori set of entrance criteria being present, such as social, physical or
surveillance barriers and thresholds.

The first Exit Review 2003 publication was therefore designed in black and white in
order to make reference to the urban and social ideas at work in the project. In Liverpool
in 2003, the fact that Static didn’t ask permission to enter and review an art show in
a public space was declared a “violation” by one university, the same institution that
considered disciplining one of its members of staff for participating in the project. As
Exit Review 2003 emerged as an online publication just a few weeks after the project
started — to coincide with the debate — the gathering storm of institutional objection
was publicly aired as staff and students alike got into online slanging matches on the
Static Pamphlet website. But when a number of weeks later Static published the hard
copy Nolli B+W version of Exit Review with its own ISBN, the real political ramifications
of the project began to unravel as students - who had received low degrees but had
been given positive reviews by directors of biennials and leading contemporary art
centres – began to appear at tribunals at the Education Department, carrying a copy of
Exit Review under their arms and demanding an upgrade in marks.

Exit Review, however, uses Nolli to take advantage of when the black space
becomes a temporary white space on the cultural map of each city that the project
takes place in as the art schools open their electronic doors for two weeks for the
graduation shows. As the thresholds and barriers are withdrawn and as the private
space is now considered public space, Static do not seek permission to carry out
Exit Review, a decision that was to develop into a much wider debate about invitation,
permission and hospitality.

The combination of the specific Liverpool political context and the wider concerns
in Exit Review 2003 in turn gave Static, through a reputation economy, some cultural
collateral and was a key moment in giving the organisation a wider international
visibility.
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Exit Limerick Debate
Limerick School of Art and Design
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John Byrne Co-Director of Static &
Aislinn O'Donnell
Exit Limerick Debate
Limerick School of Art and Design
June 15, 2012
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1 Paul O'Sullivan
(Director of Static)
speaking at the Exit
Limerick debate at
LIT, 15 June 2012

2 John Byrne
(co-director
Static Gallery
and Programme
leader Fine Art at
Liverpool John
Moores University).
Text for Exit
Limerick debate at
LIT, 15 June 2012.

3 Exit Liverpool
2003/06 and Exit
Cork 2005/6

“This is quite possibly the first and last review that most graduates here
will receive” 1
“Art Criticism is an act of framing, an act of complicity and an act of
rebellion. The role of the critic is never simply that of passing an opinion.
Criticism enables us to identify what a work of art is and also what a
work of art can be. From the time of Vasari onward, this act has also
been one that is taken largely in absentia – in the absence of the artwork
and in the absence of the audience. It strives to unite a memory of
responses to an artwork with an audience that may never see that work
in its physical form. Criticism disperses a desire for presence, a longing
for authenticity, across a discursive network of fictive possibility. It
concerns the impossibility of reconciling objectivity with taste, of setting
up circuits of power which enable the establishment of quality. So what
are the points at which criticism both enables the artwork to have a
form whilst, at the same time, suggesting a set of physical, aesthetic
and theoretical parameters which can be transgressed?” 2

In 2012, Static were invited by Annie Fletcher to carry out the Exit Review as part
of eva International. The project was called Exit Limerick. 3 The key difference to the
previous incarnations of Exit Review was that the context of eva International allowed
Static to develop a project that not only reviewed the graduating students of Limerick
School of Art and Design, LIT, but also the eva International artists.
Although the specific political concerns of the original Liverpool review do not exist
as the project travels, the project as a construction still allows for a number of tensions
to be played out, not least the issue of Static being seen as the outsider coming in to
cause some form of critical upheaval, or to disrupt the normal flows of how critique is
organized in the places where the project is undertaken. That said, it is also true that,
due to the the very nature of the critical and political design of Exit Review, the project
evolves and reappears, by invitation, due to the fact that it will trigger a critical dialogue
and debate. In this sense the project is a kind of ready-made, a buy now art franchise
that can be carried out in any part of the world.
For Exit Limerick, the investigation of the threshold between how the reviewers
would tackle the comparative situations of both the graduating artists and the eva
International artists, was an obvious concern. What tactics would the reviewers use?
Would it become apparent that there were two sets of reviews written for two sets of
artists - operating at potentially similar levels in some cases - but categorised in two
different brackets: graduates v international artists?
The other significant difference to previous Exit Reviews was the fact that, rather
than choosing reviewers principally from the city the review was taking place in, during
the build up to the project a series of in-person and email discussions with a network

of contacts that forwarded tips on writers (together with Static’s own contacts in
Ireland). By inviting this national framework of reviewers we were attempting to offer a
snapshot of the state of contemporary critical writing in Ireland.
That said, there were writers invited nationally who had to decline for institutional
reasons, as it is still evident that any form of critique coming from within the sector
- even if it is commissioned as part of a public biennial of art – is still regarded as too
precarious to contemplate, and demonstrates the paradoxical and schizoid rhetoric
of many arts institutions that proclaim and brand themselves as ‘cutting edge’ and
‘progressive’, when really there is a fundamental conservatism that controls behind
the sheen of the public façade. A harsh review of a graduate's work, and in this case
also that of an eva biennial artist's work, can be, and is often seen as a critique of either
the academic institution and its teachers and the biennial curator and organizers.
Therefore, the decision by Fletcher to commission Exit Limerick was to a large extent
high risk given some of the conservative fears outlined, and the fact that there would
inevitably be varying reviews of the artists that she had commissioned.
Exit Limerick was therefore an attempt to offer an alternative system of critique
outside of the conventional systems of review and distribution. In many ways it was an
invitation of expediency as Exit Limerick, to all intents and purposes, looked like the
epitome of the democratisation of critique, that is, by inviting written critique rather
than waiting for it - from a national pool of writers who ranged from established to
emerging - eva International 2012 had already positioned itself as a project that had
developed external critical engagement and discourse within the body of the biennial,
rather than organising the standard symposium that sits on the margins of the overall
spectacle.
It can also be said that the risk involved in inviting the project was offset by one of
the main use values of Exit Limerick, namely that it was a project that not only invited
and carried out critique as part of a wider set of related concerns - embedded within
its own conceptual narrative - but it also provided a digital trace as well as hard copy
publication, as it was both published online and as an insert in the Limerick Leader
newspaper, an idea that attempts to broaden the readership and distribution of an art
project to a wider public audience via a mainstream newspaper publication. An insert
that if not chip paper the following day would certainly be in the recycling bin come
collection time of most, apart from the people involved in the project.
Chip paper or not, Exit Limerick instigated a large series of writings on the subject
of art that took place in Limerick and in doing so ensured that the biennial would have
an in-built set of reviews, a close reading of the event and a body of work that would
not only have a local, national and international audience through its digital legacy,
but would also allow future readers to have some form of experience of a biennial that
they didn’t see or, for the more specialist reader, a document that, when examined,
demonstrates and unpackages a number of techniques and tactics that are employed
by the reviewers of both the LSAD graduating show 2012 and eva International 2012.

Paul O'Sullivan, Director of Static
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